The principles of linear accelerator are: the accelerator emits two types of radiation that are photon and electron. However, when we were doing the research and working on it, we have found that neutrons have emitted from the accelerator.
Introduction
Based on the theory, photons with energy which is greater than 6MV is able to generate a reaction (γ,n). This reaction depends on the material of target, it will create a beam of neutrons with considerable intensity. In order to measure this beam of neutrons, we have used a ALOKA dose meter. However, the result hasn't been very reliable because the secondary radiations have taken part in the measuring process and this dose meter can measure the other radiations. Therefore, we have used the neutron activation method to measure and calculate the dose rate of neutron from Dong Nai General Hospital.
The Theory
When neutron with high energy-interacts with a nucleus target, two main processes that are elastic scattering and neutron capture reaction can occur.
In case neutron capture happens, a compound nuclear is generated with the stimulating energy equal to the combined energy between the neutron and the nuclear and kinetic energy of the incident neutron.
The compound energy exists in the simulating state during 10-14 s then it decays to basis state or ISOME state by radiating prompt gamma ray and forms radioactive nucleus with mass number equal to A+1. Most of the nucleus are unstable and decay to a new nuclear by emitting beta and gamma ray called delayed gamma ray.
The process of activation by neutron capture reaction is illustrated in Figure 1 . By using samples of standard target nucleus is exactly known as element content, quantity of samples, the common of isotope, geometry of samples, cross section of radiation-capture and measuring delayed gamma spectrometry from radioactive nucleus with multichannel spectrometer-HPGe. The information on neutron flux density at the position of the samples will be determined accurately [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Carrying Out the Experiment
To obtain the accurate and reliable results, it is necessary to limit the error sources which can contribute to the measurement results. Therefore, the samples are used in experiments must meet certain requirements as follows:
• The samples must have high purity.
• The samples must have stable chemical composition, it is best to use metal. • Samples must have thin thickness in order that the self-shielding effect is negligible. The sample is considered thin is: (Σ a +Σ s The process of sample preparation: Cleaning by alcohol → drying → weighing to define the mass with electronic scale, the accuracy is 0.0001 gram. The sample is put into a container. Then it will be taken to the Hospital in order to be attached to the positions as presented in Figure 3 .
The distance from the Hospital to the location with the delayed gamma spectrometer is 200 km and the time of moving is 8 hours. On the other hand, the Hospital only can use radioactive therapy for 2 hours/ day (depending on the patient) (Table 2) . Therefore, we only carry out the process of neutron activation during 2 hours, but the time emit only 20 minutes. After that, we carry out the measuring process, we have done to bring the sample to analyze, calculate flux of delay by Gamma spectrometer in Figure 4 software gamma vision at Figure 5 [5] .
The most important aim in this paper is investigation neutron inside treament room, therefore the result just only care about dose rate of neutron, don't discriminate between neutrons. Name samples
Au-Lx4
Au-Lx2
Au-Lx6
Au Lx3
Au-VN5
Au-Lx5
Au-Lx1
Au-Lx7 
Result and Discussion
Results of the analysis, process, calculate. We obtained neutron flux at the positions in the radiation therapy room (Figure 4 ). These results demonstrate the generation of great amounts of neutron radiation therapy room (Table 3) .
To determine dose rate of neutron from flux of neutron: Dose rate of neutron can determine from results calculation flux by using International standard about exchange coefficient from flux to dose rate (Table 4 ). Two populer standards using now are: 10CFR (US Nuclear Regulatory Commission) and another one is NCRP (National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurement) ( Figure 6 ) [4, 6] . Weigh Radiation of neutron very high, so it damages for tissue of patients. And it contribute to total of dose. Therefore, to ensure safety during and after the treatment we recommend:
• There are specific calculations of dose distributions produce neutrons in radiotherapy rooms with great projects and conduct done with most of the hospitals. 
